
Georgian (No.1611), by Fenton 
 

Made by Fenton Glass Company, Georgian was introduced as “Agua Caliente”.  It was 
made between 1930-1935 in a variety of colors: irresistible and fascinating Ruby, with its 
glow of life and warmth; rich Royal Blue; semi-opaque Jade Green; mirror-black Ebony; 
sparkling Crystal, delicate Rose; Pale Green; Alluring Amber and Topaz.  The catalog 
reprint shows four sizes of footed goblets:  10 oz goblet, 6 oz high sherbet, 4 ½ oz claret, 
2 ½ oz cocktail.  Also shown is a 9 oz footed tumbler and a 1 oz footed cordial.  There 
are four sizes of flat tumblers: 2 ¾ oz whiskey, 5 oz orange juice, 9 oz table tumbler, and 
a 12 oz ice tea.  Plates range in size from a 6 3/8” bread and butter, 7 3/8”, 8 ¼”, 9 5/8” 
and a 10 5/8” compartment plate. Additional table pieces are a finger bowl and plate.   
One piece included in the set, which we do not have, is a footed nut cup.  Serving pieces 
include a ½ gal jug, salt and pepper shakers, creamer and sugar, 21 oz decanter, a 24 oz 
cocktail shaker.  We have an unlisted 8” bowl and a small footed ruffled nappy, also 
unlisted. 
 
Other companies also made a Georgian pattern including Cambridge (2 ½ oz, 9 oz and 12 
oz tumblers and a footed sundae; referred to as “Hotel and Tea Room Glassware); 
Duncan and Miller (crystal, green, amber and rose; creamer and sugar, goblet); Hazel 
Atlas (5 oz and 9 oz tumblers in pink, green, crystal and some in Ritz blue); and Hocking 
(5 sizes of flat tumblers, sherbet, decanter and pitcher in crystal and green). 
 
Cambridge tumblers have a four-sided diamond in the middle, while most of the other 
companies have a hexagon in the middle; both the Fenton and Cambridge tumblers have 
ground bottoms.  The Duncan and Miller goblet, which has a similar shape to the Fenton, 
has a four-sided diamond also.  The creamer and sugar in Duncan, the pitcher and 
decanter in Hocking are shaped differently from the same Fenton pieces. 


